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QUANTIFYING FALSE POSITIVES IN AVIAN SURVEY DATA
Kaitlyn Strickfaden, Avian Science Center at the University of Montana (Faculty Advisor: Dr. Victoria J. Dreitz)

Questions:

1. Do paired observers report fewer false positives than 
unpaired observers?

2. Do experienced observers report fewer false positives 
than inexperienced observers?

Methods:

 Vocalizations of 10 Montana grassland songbird species obtained 
from Cornell library; background noise filtered out

 Surveys of filtered vocalizations randomly generated in R

 Observers identified vocalizations either alone or in pairs

 Observed data compared to computer-generated data (truth) in R

 False positive rates compared between:
 Paired vs. unpaired observers
 Experienced vs. inexperienced observers

Results:
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Discussion: 

 Survey method does make a difference with experienced observers

 Survey method may not make a difference with inexperienced observers
 Experienced observers report far fewer false positives (but still report them)

When making conservation recommendations, especially for threatened or 
endangered species, managers should recognize that false positives do occur        
in avian surveys, no matter the experience level of observers. 

 How much do false positive rates change with visual detections?
 How much do false positives bias population estimates?

Figure 1: False positive rates in auditory avian survey data by observer experience level and survey 
method. Mean false positive rate is displayed above each bar. Error bars are 95% confidence intervals. 
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